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The 78th Article in the Real Right Law of China stipulates the owner’s revocation 
right definitely in the form of legislation. As a new system, there are few additional 
regulations concerned that results in much controversy in the judicial practice. The 
paper details some problems of the owner’s revocation right in practice, on the basis 
of empirical study and legal analysis, then puts forward the train of thought to 
improve the system.  
The first chapter gives analysis on several basic conceptions including the Owner, 
the Building Ownership, the Rights of the Owner, and Property, then defines the 
Owner’s Revocation Right Action, and its contents and characteristics with the 
combination of real cases. 
Chapter2 explains the legal basis of the owner’s revocation right action on three 
aspects: the essential attributes of the meeting of owners and owners committee; the 
source of the owner’s revocation right; the important remedies of the owner’s right, 
for giving prominence to the rationality and necessity of the system. 
Chapter3 discusses several practical problems about the owner’s revocation right 
action: who is the plaintiff; do the meeting of owners and owners committee have the 
capacity as defendants of law; what is the time limit of the owner exercising the 
revocation right, finally formulates legislative proposals for improvement.  
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